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C++ Neural Networks and Fuzzy LogicM & T Books, 1995
The number of models available in neural network literature is quite large.  Very often the treatment is mathematical and complex. This book provides  illustrative examples in C++ that the reader can use as a basis for further  experimentation. A key to learning about neural networks to appreciate their  inner workings is to experiment. Neural...
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A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A comprehensive, must-have handbook of matrix methods with a unique emphasis on statistical applications
This timely book, A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians, provides a comprehensive, encyclopedic treatment of matrices as they relate to both statistical concepts and methodologies. Written by an experienced authority on matrices and...
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Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist?: Best Practice for Selection and Combination of Intelligent MethodsSpringer, 2005
Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist? is intended as a reference and a guide summarising and focusing on best practices when using intelligent techniques and building systems requiring a degree of adaptation and intelligence.

It is therefore not intended as a collection of the most recent research results, but as a practical...
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System Modeling in Cellular Biology: From Concepts to Nuts and BoltsMIT Press, 2006
Biology is the study of self-replicating chemical processes. Biology is the study of
systems accurately transmitting a genetic blueprint. Biology is the study of complex
adaptive reproducing systems.

What is systems biology if all definitions of biology implicitly or explicitly refer to
the study of a whole object, whether...
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An Introduction to Parametric Digital Filters and OscillatorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
    Since the 1960s Digital Signal Processing (DSP) has been one of the most intensive fields of study in electronics. However, little has been produced specifically on linear non-adaptive time-variant digital filters.
	The first book to be dedicated to Time-Variant Filtering     
	Provides a complete...
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Multimedia Security Technologies for Digital Rights ManagementAcademic Press, 2006
A timely reference in the innovative and cutting-edge field of multimedia security!

Digital Rights Management (DRM) defines a set of tools that manage the secured use of digital media content found on static and mobile electronic devices, ranging from personal computers and PDAs to digital video recorders and MP3...
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Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Written by three internationally known researchers, this authoritative reference on the merits of MIMO systems provides a sound theoretical basis for its practical implementation. The book also addresses the important issues related to broadband adaptive processing. Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing provides readers...
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CNA Certified Nursing Assistant Exam CramPearson Education, 2009

	Succeed with topical reviews, practice exams, and preparation tools


	 


	·        Covers exactly what you need to know to score higher on your CNA exam

...
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Innate and Adaptive Immunity in the Tumor MicroenvironmentSpringer, 2008

	Traditionally, the interplay between cancer cells and host immunity has been studied systemically. Recent studies, however, indicate that the tumor microenvironment is unique in providing both supportive and inhibitory factors that determine the fate of the tumor and its host. This volume compiles reviews on innate and adaptive immune...
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The HP Virtual Server Environment: Making the Adaptive Enterprise Vision a Reality in Your DatacenterPrentice Hall, 2005
Use HP virtualization to maximize IT service quality, agility, and value 
	
    	Includes coverage of HP's new Integrity Virtual Machines, Global Workload Manager, Virtualization Manager, and Capacity Advisor

    
	
    	Plan, implement, and manage virtualization to drive maximum business...
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Handbook of Systems and Complexity in HealthSpringer, 2013

	This book is an introduction to health care as a complex adaptive system, a system that feeds back on itself. The first section introduces systems and complexity theory from a science, historical, epistemological, and technical perspective, describing the principles and mathematics. Subsequent sections build on the health applications of...
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Intelligent Complex Adaptive SystemsIGI Global, 2008


	I don’t believe in the existence of a complex systems theory as such and, so

	far, I’m still referring to complex systems science (CSS) in order to describe

	my research endeavours. In my view, the latter is constituted, up until now,

	by a bundle of loosely connected methods and theories aiming to observe—

	from...
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